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SENATOR OWEN

W kf

''For more than a
Newburg,
year," writes Myrtle Cothrum, of this
place, "I suffered with terrible pains in
my back and head. I had a sallow
complexion, and my face was covered
with pimples. Our family doctor only
gave me temporary relief.
A friend of mind advised me to try
Cardui, so I began taking it, at once,
and with the best results, for I wai
cured after taking two bottles.
My
mother and my aunt have also used
Cardui and were greatly benefited.
I shall always praise Cardui to sick
and suffering women."
Cardui is a purely vegetable, per
fectly harmless, tonic remedy for women, and will benefit young and old.
Its Ingredients are mild herbs, having a gentle, tonio effect, on the womanly constitution.
Cardui has helped a million women
back to health and strength.
Have you tried it? If not, please
do. It may be Just what you need.
A1&.

OR SWEEPING POWDER.

TRY OUR COOKING OIL.

INTER

GROCERY CO.

raonsrjE 40.

Wood

oal

Write tat Ladles' Advisorv Dept., OiaKa
Medicine Co., Chatt .nooga. Term., for Special
Home Treataul
book.
Womeu," uui la plain wrapper, es raauasu

N.
Boos

B

Instruction!, and

to

SAWED WOOD

THE WEATHER

DAWSON COAL

THE

OKLAHOMA

SENATOR

BRINGS

SUIT AGAINST CONSTITUENTS

FOR

BIG FEE IN LAND MATTERS.

THE

MATTER

WAS GIVEN GREAT PUB-

LICITY AT THE TIME.

OWEN'S CONFEREES
-

Alice

Eczema Began in Hair. Spread to
Face. Came on Hand and All Over
Fingers. Itching Terrible. Cuti-cu- ra
Soap and Ointment Cured,

A FEE

Suggestion.

MANVILLE DUSTBANE

obi

IS SUING FOR

The Results Made This Newburg
Lady Glad She Followed

ON FACE

BLOTCHES

ADVICE

GOOD

Doz.

Get Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes.
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ARE ALL DEAD

(By Gilson Gardner.)

Washington, D. C, April 29. For
the first time in the history of the
United States, a United States senator is suing his political constituents
for a legal fee for securing legislation
for them. The claimant is IRobert L.
Owen, of Oklahoma, and his case was
argued before the court of claims yesterday.
It is true that the legislation was
secured for his constituents before he
became their United States senator,
tut even so, the affair is unusual.

205 Kanter Ave., Detroit, Mich. "Some
was takerr with eczema.
It began In my hair first with red blotches
then scaly, spreading to my
face. The blotches were red
on my face, dry and scaly, nqt
large; on my scalp tbey wore
larger, some scabby.
They
came nn my bands. The inside of my hands were all little
lumps as though full of shot
of an inch
about
under the skin. Then they
went 1o the outside and between and all
over i..y fingers. It also began on the
bottoms "of my foot and the calves of my
legs, and Itch, oh, My! I never had any-thin- g
liko It and hope I never will again.
The itcliing was terrible. My hands got so
I could nurcely work.
"I trk different eczema ointments but
without results. I also took medicine for it
but it did no good. I saw the advertisement
for a sample of Cuticura Ointment and Soap
and sent for one. They did mo so much
good I bought some more using them as
per directions and In about three weeks I
was well again. Cuticura Soap and Ointment entirely cured me." (Signed) Bofl.
Passage, Apr. 8. 1912.
A single cake of Cuticura Soap (25c.) and
box of Cuticura Ointment (50c.) are often
Sold
sufficient when all else has tailed
throughout the world. Liberal sample of
32-Skin Book. Adeach mailed free, with
dress post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston.",
jrTcuc!e.r-fnce- d
mon should use Cuticura
Soap having Stick, 25c. Sample free.

time last summer I

BEJOLVED

YOUA&E GOING TO
SEE

5

WAT IS

IN

THIS

PACE

FOR TWO

REASONS

You'll look For ir
2 You'll see it
whether. you look
11

for it or. not.

BUSTER BROWN IS COMING TO TOWN TO WORK FOR OUR
STORE. EVERY-WEEFOR A WH CLE YEAR HE WILL COME INTO
YOUR HOME AND TELL YOU ABO UT OUR HARDWARE AND OUR
METHODS. WE HAVE ALWAYS GO T A BIG, CLEAN STOCK OF HIGH
CLASS HARDWARE AND OUR PRICES WILL ALWAYS SAVE YOU
MONEY. WE HAVE BUT ONE ME THOD TO GIVE YOU A SQUARE
DEAL.
,

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

Phone

"IF ITS HARDWARE

14.

COMPANY.

WE HAVE IT."

hone 14.

The Owen claim is for 15 per cent
Santa Fe, N. M., April 28, 1913.
of $15,000,000, at which figure the senDomestic Lump
Fancy Egg
Fancy Lump
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
ator estimates tile estate he, with
Highest temperature, 69 degrees, at ethers, obtained for the Mississippi
3:30 p. m.
Choctaws.
travel and vigil had told on the offic
Lowest temperature, 42 degrees, at
Although Senator Owen is of Indian
and every one of them looked
3:55 a. m.
blood, he is not a Choctaw,, but a ers,
One time in the early days
Phone One Double O J.
Mean temperature, 56 degrees.
Cherokee,' and it was while pressing ghastly.
Normal or average temperateure for the claims of the eastern Cherokees the captain said he saw two men hang
In Leadville in the presence of
41 years, 51 degrees.
for whom he recovered $800,000 in ed
people and it was a spectacle that
Relative humidity at 6 a. m., 31 per 1906, that the battle for the Missis
few cared to witness again. It is re- cent.
sippi Choctaws was first taken up. So
portfd that some of the members of
Relative humidity at 6 p. m., 12 per his brief sets forth.
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ctnt.
A number of other- attorneys have the i ress who were detailed to be
ODS, Electricity plays a moat impoRelative humidity, average for the intervened in the suit now pending, presc nt at this recent execution have
reday, 22 per cent.
rtant part. The grandfather would
the total of their claims, if allow- done the last bit of that kind of reporting that they ever care to. All
Precipitation for; the 24 hours end- ed by the court, would exceed the
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- execution
seem
to
of
the
bear
ing at 6 a. m. today, 0 of an inch.
at which the entire properties ports
men
the
out
that
dethe
fact
of
47
m.
a.
strongest
6
at
today,
of the tribe are valued. In other
Temperature
ern home and why ail this light? To
s
dc not look upon such events or
A FP To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
grees.
words, after winning their claim from
PDilHI
as they used to and point to the
make the home more homelike to make
Remarks: - Clear, warm, pleasant the government, worth that amount,
I
all points in New Mexico, Arifact that for the majority of humanity
day.
lawstill
would
be
their
owing
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
tbey
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
it has lost whatever may have been of
Observations taken at 8a.ni:
yers.
attractiveness. As reported iu the
for'father, mother and children. Good light
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
Amarillo, 50; Bismark, 54; Boise,
Owen pleads that he and his assonew3 dispatches death was instantan4S;
36; Cheyenne, 40; Dodge City,
K.
Charles
F.
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
WInton, James
ciates,
Durango, 34; Flagstaff, 36; Grand Jones, former senator from Arkansas eous, and the execution was carried
out
and
with
the orderliness
desired.
completeJunction, 54; Helena, 34; Kansas City, and former chairman of the Demoness of arrangement provided for by
50;
Los Angeles,
50; Lander, 48;
cratic
national
and
Walter
committee,
Modena, 48; Phoenix, 56; Portland, 36; A. Logan, took up their work for these law, reflecting credit on the officers, in
Pueblo, 42; Rapid City, 50; Roseburg, Indians when the latter were in an their efforts to make it - as merciful
and as sure as possible.
32; Roswell, 42; Salt Lake, 58; San
improverished
condition,
Francisco, 46; Santa Fe 43; Spokane, extremely
doing the hardest day labor at a very
30; Tonopah, 42; AVinnemucca, 34.
lew wage, chopping wood,
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
making
FORECAST.
and
Tences,
building
rails,
plowing
GenerFor Santa Fe and vicinity.
hoeing cotton, under conditions almost
MONTEZUMA.
ally fair tonight and Wednesday.
of quaBi peonage."
O. O. Streeter, New
and
Mr.
Mrs.
For New Mexico: Tonight generThere was another condition- - of York City.
c
,
ally fair and warmer, Wednesday, genthese and other Indians which Senator
.
Mrs. N. C. llerron,
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
erally fair.- Owen does not recite, and that was
For Rates and Full Information' Address
Mr. and Mrs. K. E. Curry, City.
CONDITIONS.
were
so
that
IENT
beset
of
as
to touch the button and
they
by
lawyers
D. MacCurdy, Albuquerque.
The barometer continues low and
various degrees of professional stand'
Geo. 9. Kunbrough, San Francisco.
stove
is ready to cook your your
80
"
I9?0' congress passH. B. Reeder, Albuquerque.
"f1
crnter of lowest pressure again overji,lg an
act making void any contract en
Iron ready to use, your toasted
L. Caxton, Virginia.
Little to
Nevada, Utah and Wyoming.
Choctered into by the
F. D. Annabal, Albuquerque.
for
hurried breakfast, your vacuthe
precipitation has occurred, and, ex- taws, these includingMisissippi
ready
several hunMatilde Coxe Stevenson, Washing-ten- .
cept in the northwest, very little dred made with
for the fray, your washer
um
cleaner
Choctaw
Cotton
the
ready
cloudiness or threatening weather ap
company, a company organized by
fan
to
cleanse,
Monero.
John
moderate.
are
ready to cool the heatand
ready
Looney,
temperatures
pears,
Owen.
J. A. Brittain, Mcintosh.
will do every thing
rooms.
ed
Light showers or snow flurries have
Electricity
The passage of this law made it necMrs. J. L. Dodson, Los Angeles.
occurred in Washington, Oregon and
We
furnish
for
at reasonable rates
it
you.
for
fo
Owen
his
and
associates
essary
B. H. Morillo, Las Cruces.
Montana. Conditions favor a continu
secure the pasage of an act by con
and night' Estimates and full inforROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
F. P. Canfleld. City.
day
ation of generally fair and warm
gress letting them sue in the court of
H. Bylcher, Albuquerque.
mation cheeerf ully given.
weather in this section.
'The West Point of the Southwest.
claims. In 1905, they tried to get it,
J. Koran, Albuquerque.
but failed, and Owen's brief says,
Cortiz Qulckel, Albuquerque.
BATTERY C GOES TO TEXAS.
Ranked as "Distinguished
29. Battery "pledged and contracted to pay 20 per
Jake Meyer, Albuquerque.
Fort
aKn.,
April
Riley,
U
S.
cent
of
the
their
In
order
Institution" by
compensation
A. B. McGaffey, Albuquerque.
C. Sixth Field artillery, left here toto obtain the jurisdictional act of
H. Hudse, Hanover.
War Department.
day for Fort Bliss, Texas, on tele 1906."
William E. Turner, Denver.
graphic orders from Washington.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
Senator Owen says this was pledged
J. D. Hand, Los Alamos.
Washington, D. C, April 29. War to
Valley, 3,700 feet above sea level,
James K. Jones, whose term as sen
sunshine every day. Opea air
officials
George H. Hunker, Las Vegas.
today
explained
department
work throughout the entire sesJ. A. Street, Tucumcarl.
that Battery C, Sixth Field artillery, ator from Arkansas had expired March
Conditions for physical
sion.
Jack McNeill, St. Louis.
had been ordered to Fort Bliss to take 4, 1903. For this contingent fee Jones
and mental development are
undertook to lobby for the passage of
A. C. McElwain, St, Louis.
to
ordered
of
the
the
battalion
place
found
be
CDEALr
t.oh as cannot
the bill. Jones is now dead, as are
PHONE 85 MAIN.
di
second
when
Texas
the
army
FourCity,
EUROPEAN.
In
America.
elsewhere
vision was mozilized there last Febru- Logan and Winton, the other assoH. Harper, City.
teen officers and Instructors, all
ciates of Owen in this affair.
,
Mrs. Ellison, City.
ary.
graduates from standard EastThe next year, congress passed the
Ten buildings,
ern colleges.
C. E. Mathews, Littleton, Colo.
law letting Owen and his associates
modern ia every respect.
SWASTIKA
THE DE VARGAS.
FACTORY WOOD
sue, and Owen's brief enrolls Jones
D. Murray .Silver City.
Regents:
WOOD
SAWED
one
as
of those who now brings a claim
H. G. Schlotzer, Denver.
E. A. C A HOOK. President.
COAL
WOOD
CORD
against the Choctaws for their ser-- j
D.
J. E. RHEA,
D.
Alamosa, Colo.
vices covering the period of ten years, - R. Hill.Conway,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
Kansas City.
JOHN W. POX, Secretary.
but.
three
Jones
all
of
.which
during
E. B. Jones, Baltimore.
Montezuma
Avenue, near A T-- & S. F. Railroad Depot.
W. A. FINLAY.
was a member of the United States
Mrs. N. Harris, City.
senate. Thus, Owen's brief puts Jones,
For particulars and Illustrated cata- Mr. and Mrs. B. Sablnson, New
ogue, address,
Wife to
and Nervous now dead, in the anomalous position York City.
of claiming a large sum of money for
S. Berkowitz, Cleveland.
Could Not Stand Least
COL.JAS.W.WILLSON,Sopt.
services rendered as a lobbyist for the
T. Tripp, New York.
99
Mississippi Choctaws while he was a
Noise
How Cured.
C.; V. Stencheimer, Baltimore.
United States senator.
A. M. Beebe, San Francisco.
Owen says:
the re
W. C. Sherman, Amarillo".
"Considering
For Repairing of All Kinds
was so weak and sults
Munford, Ala.
T.
Tolle, Albuquerque.
accomplished In obtaining for
nervous while passing- through the the
In Metal and Wood
Dr. Dean A. Pack, Manasa, Colo.
Mississippi Choctaws a high so
ReChange of Life that cial and political status in Oklahoma,
1 could hardly live.
'GUNS, BICYCLE,
Improved school privileges and church
My husband had to
We make Mission Furniture,
nail rubber on all the privileges, all of which they did not
LOCK, KEY and
in Mississippi; a salubrious cli
Counters, Steplad-- .
Shelving,
gates for I could not enjoy
stand it to have a mate instead of the swamps of MisUPHOLSTERING SPECIALTIES
ders, and do all kinds
sissippi; considering the gigantic propgate slam.
of repairing. of
serthe
extent
"I also had back' erty rights obtained,
128 Gallsteo St Pbone 109 J
ache ami a fullness vices through ten years of unremitting
In my stomach. I activity, and the expenditure by the
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If you are
noticed that Lydia petitioners of approximately 150,000 Psoriasis
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or any other kind of akin
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E. Pinkham's Vege- of money, which would have more than trouble, drop into oar store for instant
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Try a New Mexican Want Aa
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We
relief.
stop
you
table Compound was doubled in value if inyested in Okla- that itch in two guarantee
SANTA FE. N. M. If you ant ontak returns.
157 W.
seconds.
Telephone
advertised for such cases and I sent and homa, etc., it is
We have sold other remedies for skin
respectfully insisted troubles,
none that we could recom-It- -got
a bottle. It did me so much good that the court allow
a fee of 15 per mend as but
highly as this, a mild wash of
that 1 kept on taking it and round it to cent of the value of such estate val- OH of Wintergreen
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have wrought
be all you claim. I recommend your ued
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other Ingredients that over
at
$15,000,000."
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This compound is known as D.D.0.
Prescription for. Eczema, and It will cool
ford, Alabama.
EXECUTION WAS
and heal the Itchy, burning: skin as
NEW MEXICAN PBINTING CO.
else can.
An Honest Dependable Medicine
.Looal Agents for
MERCIFUL AND SURE nothing
A 26o trial bottle will prove it
Of course all other druggists have
is Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComIf
to
them
you
go
BCD. Prescription
to us but don't accept some
pound. A Root and Herb medicine origCaptain Fred Fornoff, was seen by can't come substitute.
inated nearly forty years ago by Lydia a member of the New Mexican staff on
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We have taken the
"off out of coffee

I
J

REALLY "BIG BUSINESS" GRAFTERS?

"The best
the grocer

every housewife who
can deliver"
has
luck with
her coffee one week
good, the next pound decidedly "off" flavor we
say, "Ask your grocer for a pound can of
iss

--

Morey's

Solitaire,
COFFEE"

i

FATHERS"

WERE "CONSTITUTIONAL

To
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Solitaire Coffee is more than something to drink.
It is an established coffee flavor.
It is secured by slowly, thoroughly aging
green coffee in the fine, high, dry air of Colorado; roasting only a
little at a time, so it is always fresh roasted; blending each roasting,
till our several expert tasters agree that it exactly matches the
established ideal.

The Morey Mercantile Co., Denver, Colo.

Kvery statement Is backed by docu
The conclusions
mentary evidence.
are as dispassionate as those of
scientist examining paleozoic bones,
The author has spent months delv

"Shoe-Horne-

d

Every Woman

EX-POLI-

INSPECTORS ARE

and shouM
know about the wonderful
is Interested

INDICTED IN N. V.

records at the treasury depart
ing
ment in Washington, which have not
seen the light or been examined by
a human being since Washington's day
and were buried in dust and dirt so
deep they luid, as he says, to be "exenvated with a vacuum cleaner."
He has ransacked thousands of old
wills, scanned, thousands of unpublished manuscripts in the congressional
library, unearthed private letters, read
in

Columbia College Professor "Discovers" the Great Document was
Through" and "Cleaned Up" $40,000,000 for its Framers!
Wall Street Reveres this Property Revering Instrument, he Says.
do credit to a modern political boss!
(By Judson King.)
Though written in severe, historical
The celebrated "lathers" who met In
startsecret conclave at Philadelphia In 17S7 phrases these are Borne of the "An
a new book,
and, without authority, framed the con- ling declarations of
of the Constitution of the United States actually Economic Interpretation
of the United States," by Dr.
stitution
bus
of
a
group
powerful
represented
iness men. which by virtue of one Charles A. Beard, associate professor
and
clause aloiie, cleaned up $40,000,000 or politics in Columbia university, compublished today by the Macmillan
in profits through its adoption!
The "fathers" were personally and pany.
It is the most remarkable hook ever
financially interested in the results
It litof their labors. Forty out of the 55 written about the constitution.
tradiold
time
Hie
and
deal
In
on
annihilates
this
were
members
erally
tion that the constitution is a sort of
lk,me made as high at $100,000!
'The constitution Is an economic do- sacred chair of liberty and Justice
cumentcold as a chattel mortgage-delibera- tely written by unselfish patriots gifted
designed to enable the with little 'ess than divine wisdom. This book is not written by a halfthen "Bid Business" element to con
trol the small farmers and working informed radical, The author is an
classes for their own financial bene-fit- eminent authority on American history and politics. He is conservative
It was "ratified" by less than one- t: a degree, but he has had the courage to reveal facts unknown or igtlon" secured by methods which would tored by any other author to date.

FOUR

New York, April 29. Four former
police inspectors, charged indirectly
with grafting and directly with con
spiring to obstruct justice prepared
to face District Attorney Whlteman
today at the opening of the most Important police trial here since the
Becker case. The defendants Dennis Sweeney, James E. Ilussey, James
F Thompson, and John J. Murtha
were indicted recently after the district attorney's otllce had uncovered
a system of corruption connected with
disorderly hotels.
The men are charged with conspiring to kgep out of the state George
A. Seipp, a hotel keeper whose confession to paying blackmail money
to the police forms the basis of the
prosecution.
Not since the Thaw trial has such
an array of counsel for the defense
appeared in court here. George Gor
don Battle and Alfred J. Talley, rep
resented Sweeney; Francis L. Well- man, and Ilerbery C. Smytho looked

Marvel
Askyourdrueelstfor
H. Iflie cannot sup
j.ly the MAKVKL,
accept no other, but
send stamp for book.

J"''"'

V hflmrV

Marvel Co., 44 1. 23d St., N.r.

ilinn attire.
It was nearly 11 o'clock when Mr.
Whitman began the examination of
the first of a special panel of 200
Rheumatism as a result of kidney
trouble, stiff and aching joints, backache and sore kidneys will all yield to
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. They
are tonic in action, quick in results,
curative always. W. S. Skelton, Stanley, Ind., says; "I would not take
$100.00 for the relief from kidney trouble I received from one single box of
Foley Kidney Pills." Capital

It will not pay you to waste your
interest; John B.
Stanchfield, and A. L .Davis, repre time writing out your legal forms
S. when you get them already printed
sented Thompson and Abraham
Gilbert was present in behalf of Mur at the New Mexican Printing
tha. The defendants appeared in civ-after Hussey's

-
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THE LAST WEEK OF THE
I
Li
"
I
S
chedule
Vote
Period
Second
I
I

SATURDAY NIGHT, 'MAY 3RD, MARKS THE CLOSE OF THE 1
"SECOND PERIOD" AND THE FOURTH WEEK OF THE 1
NEW MEXICAN'S GREAT $5,000 PRIZE CONTEST, AFTER 1
WHICH TIME THERE REMAIN BUT THREE MORE WEEKS OF
THE TIME IS INDEED SHORT, AND CANDI- 0
THE RACE.
DATES WHO ARE COMPETING SHOULD MAKE THE MOST 9
!
OF EVERY DAY.
There is that princely sum,

flflfl IN GOLD COIN THE QRANP CAPITAL PRIZE

1

In
To be awarded the candidates securing the greatest number of vo tes In the entire contest, regardless as to where he or she resides
the State of New Mexico.

There are those
elegant $450 STORY & CLARK PIANOS, First Prizes for Each
"
of the Four Districts.
'"

,

V
CO., ALBUQUERQUE.
PURCHASED OF LEARNARD-LINDEMAhas been
To be awarded the candidates having the greatest number of votes in each of the four districts, after the grand capital prize
awarded.
r,.
,
,
,v

There are those splendid $200 INDIAN MOTORCYCLES, Second Prizes for Each
of the Four Districts.
PURCHASED OF NEAL & KIRKPATRICK, AGENTS FOR THE INDIAN MOTORCYCLE CO. .SANTA FE, N. M.
To be awarded the candidates having the second highest number of votes in each of the four districts.

There are those beautiful $150 SOLITAIRE DIAMOND RINGS, Third Prizes for
Each of the Four Districts.
OF AND ON EXHIBITION AT H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER, SANTA FE, N. M.
the candidates having the third highest number of votes in each of "the four districts.

PURCHASED
To be awarded

There are those delightful VACATION TRIPS Tu THE PACIFIC COAST, Fourth
Prizes for Each of the Four Districts.
.

To be

of votes in each of

awarded the candidates having the fourth highest" number

There are those valuable SCHOLARSHIPS IN THE
of the four Districts
PURCHASED THROUGH
To

There

D.

the four districts.

Fifth Prizes for Each

I. C. S.

AGENT, ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
of votes in each of the four districts.

MACCURDY,

be awarded the candidates having the fifth highest number

are those attractive $25 GOLD WATCHES, Sixth Prizes for Each
of the Four Districts.
PURCHASED OF H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER, SANTA FE, N. M.
To be awarded the candidates having the sixth highest number of votes in each of the four districts.

AND

TO

A

ALL

NON-PRI-

ZE

WINNERS;

VOTE COUPON
The Santa Fe New Mexican's

.ft

$5,000.00 Prize Contest
10 VOTES
For Miss, Mr. or Mrs.

Address..

BIG PRIZES

TWENTY-FIV- E

AT

$5,000.

and subscription price of
THE 8ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN (DAILY), NEW MEXICAN
VIEW (WEEKLY) AND EL NUEVO MEXICANO (WEEKLY), ARE AS FOLLOWS:
-

SECOND PERIOD.

From April 21st to May 3rd inclusive the following votes will be
Issued on subscriptions:
NEW MEXICAN.
" Votes
Price
Old or
Mail Carrier New
3 Months
$ 1.25 $ 1.50
3,000
6 Months
3.00
2.50
6,000
1 Year ..
5.00
6.00
20,000
2 Year .
1200
10,00
50,000
S Years . .
25.00 30.00 150,000
REVIEW OR EL NUEVO MEXICANO.

Price

"

-

,

Year
2 Years
S Years

.

.'-

........

Mail
$ 1.00

1

"

2.00
5.00

wide-awak- e,

zet-vou-

:

HOW THE POWERS OF THE WORLD WOULD
COMPARE IN A WAR IN THE AIR.

BEARD.

pamp-Thhundreds of old newspapers,
results are aslets, and so on.
toudnlng.
For example, Professor Beard has
made a Bovt of Bradstreet's report
upon the financial interests and standing of each of the 53 members of the
constitutional convention.
This shows that in that conclave
the public security interests were represented by 10 men who held quantities of soldiers' script and public securities; thi! money lenders by 24
men engaged in that practice; the-hispeculators by 14 men who held vast
tracts of western lands; the merchants and manufacturers by 11 men
directly concerned and the slave holders by 13 men who owned slaveB.
Not a single man in the convention
renresented the small farmers, the
working classes or the propertyless
masses.
The actual political opinions of each
member, given in a separate chapter,
were based directly upon their economic interests and would delight the
heart of a present day corporation.
Thoy, Beard seems to show, coinel
the phrases UBed by Root, Taft and
Bailey today. To them constitution
making and government were strictly
business propositions. They took good
care of themselves and their class
the business interests. There is not
a human throb in their deliberations.
Hamilton argued that one great advantage of encouraging manufacturing would be to better utilize the r
of "women, girls and children of

-

nd

lM

ITALY
.

17ET

UNITED
i

214.

ES

-

RUSSIA'

99

Birdmen will play a prominent part
in the next war between the big nations of the world, and already the foreign countries are figuring up the
relative aerial strength of each other
as they have been comparing each

i

'rsv:

AUSTRIA 4m

o'hers' battleships and military resources in the past.
France is by far the leader In airship fleets. She has 838 aeroplanes
which may be used during a war.
Great Britain comes next with 244, the Wright Brothers! Russia has 93,
and Germany is a close third, with and the V. S. A. comes sixth, with 98.
a tender age."
214. Italy, with 175, is way ahead of Austria has 47, and the other nations
as
"father"
The peop'.e,
Gerry put the United
&
States, the birthplace of follow with still fewer.
to
restrainbe
beast,"
lJ it, was a "great
feared democracy, and for
M ed. They
good reasons.
For example, they provided for the
payment in full of the s'.ite and national debts, although the face value
of the paper represented millions more
tnan had ever been paid for it.
Then as soon as Washington was
Hamilton's
elected and
"funding
scheme was established, 40 of the men
Notice is hereby given that the at par and accrued interest to date
who drew that provision turned up at
of Loan Commissioners of the of delivery and at a rate of interes
Board
the United States treasury with quan
said bonds
seState of New Mexico will, at he of- to be named in his bid; and
tities of soldiers' script and public
or any part thereof will be awarded to
curities which were promptly exchang fice of the Treasurer of said State, in
to accept thp same
ed by Hamilton for government bonds. the capitol building at the city of San the person offering
at par at the lowest rate of interest.
This script and paper had been bought ta Fe, New Mexico, on the second day
Each bid must be sealed, rnrked
by the fathers and their friends the cf June, 1913, at the hour of 2 p'clockin
for Purchase of Bond's. ' and
"Proposal
sealed
receive
proposals
bankers and speculators from the the afternoon,
by a certified che"k for
accompanied
000.00
of
of $150
needy soldiers at fivo, ten, and twenty for the purchase
two per cent of tho
Some of them bonds of said state of Series "!)," or not less than
cents on the dollar!
of the bid, as security for the
had actually been "tipped off," Beard oi' portions thereof, which are o be amount
faithful performance of such b.d in'
declared, from the interior of the se iissued in accordance with the prbvls
said bonds or a part thereof, shall
case
of
IX
of
bo
would
ions
article
section
three
of
cret convention as to what
to the person
making
done and ihey bought right and left. the Constitution of said state of New be awarded
The whole transaction netted a profit Mexico and of an Act of the Legisia such bid, and as liquidated damage?
o at least $40,000,000 and was, the au- ture of said state, which became a law in cftse of the faijure of the sdecess
thor laconically remarks, "the first on the first duy of Juhe, 1112, for the Jul bidder to fulfill his contract; but
such check drawn upon a banking
really great achievement of nascent payment of the bonds and accrued in no
capitalism in the United States." Forty terest thereof of Santa Fe county, as house making a bid will be accepted
millions then would relatively equal Burned by said state in section one of Bfe such security.
two thousand millions now!
The Loan Commissioners
Four
article IX of said Constitution.
reserve
- The continental congress
could not hundred and twenty-fiv- e
bt said bonds the right tp reject any and al' bids,
pay the soldiers and the national debts are to be issued in the denominatior and particularly specify that no bid
because taxes were then levied di- cf one thousand dollars each, and fifty will be considered unless it is an un
of
rect, in proportion to each man's thereof are to be issued in the denomi conditional bid for the purchase
not
wealth, and the rich refused to pay! nation of five hundred dollars each, said bonds or a part thereof,
That is the big secret why the old dated July 1, 1913, and will be in the made dependent upon any contingency
form prescribed in section 13 of said whatever.
It is further distinctly
government failed.
The new government succeeded re- - act of the Legislature of the state of stated that only so much of said .
cause the fathers abolished direct tax- New Mexico and the principal thereo' bends will be sold as may be neces.
es, hated by the rich, and threw tin will be payable to bearer in gold coin sary, at the price bid, to realire tho
burden of the support on the backs of or its equivalent in lawful money o! amount of the indebtedness to bu paid
the masses by means of tariff law.
the United States forty years after which indebtedness does not exceed
Chief Justice Marshall used to de their date, and they may be redeemed the said sum of $450,000.00.
claim from the supreme bench that at the option of the state at any time
This is the second advertisement
the constitution was made for tli after twenty years from their date. for bids for the purchase of tbeso
benefit of "all" and ratified by all thj The interest on said bonds will be pay bonds, previous bisj at 4 4 per cent
people. Professor Beard with his facts able
oil tlie first day o having been rejected.
seems to prove that it was approved
January and ujy in each year, arid
Intending bidders who may desire
by less than
of the adult principal and interest will be ptyable further
information, can obtain it by
males of the period, and that it WAS at the office of the State Treasurer at
application to said Board of Loan
over"
"put
by the wealthy classes in Santa Fe, New Mexico, or at the Sea- Commissioners, at Santa Fe, N. M.
a high handed manner; large numbeis board National
W. G. SARGENT,
Bank, New York City
of its supporters in the state conven at the option of the holder. The said
of the Board of Loan
Secretary
tions held public securities; that in bonds are offered for sale to the perCommissioners,
many instances practices akin to mod son who will agree to take the same March 24, 1913.
ern bribery were used to whip into
line delegates who had been pledged
by the people to vote against it. In
go along: day after Kl
fact, that there was the hottest kind
of a fight between the people and the
is at hand so convenient-aq- d
business interests and business won!
at so little cost.
Says the author in his conclusion :
"The constitution was essentially an
W economic document that the fundamental rights of private property are
anterior to government and morally
M beyond
the reach of the popular maK
1
M jorities.
"It was not the creature of 'the
M vhole
and
aids
purifies the blood. As a consequence both
digestion
people,' as the jurists have said,
the stomach and liver return to their normal and healthy condition.
but the work of a consolidated group
Nervousness and biliousness soon disappear. The entire system
whose interests knew no state bountakes on new life.
nation-widdaries and were truly
in
For over forty years this famous old medicine
- "'.
their scope."
has "made good
and never more so than today,
Whoever reads this book will underenjoying a greater sale all over the world than
stand, I think, why Wall street reverany other doctor's prescription.
ences the constitution. It was written
For
sale
at all druggist in liquid or tablet form, or
own
men
of
their
kind and that is
by
you can tena rirty lc stamps for trial box. .Address
why we have had a government of the
DR. R. V. PIERCE, BUFFALO, N. Y.
people, by property and for property
ever since! v; " 'vJi'--:
.

J
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NEW MEXICO

STATE BONDS

one-sixt-

Votes
Old or
New
2,500
7,500
20,000

This is positively the GREATEST AND MOST LIBERAL PRIZE CONTEST EVER INAUGU
. RATED BY ANY NEWSPAPER IN THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO. The Santa Fe New
Mexican presents an oppdrtunlty of a lifetime to the
men and
women of this State to secure prizes .worth hundreds of dollars energetic
for a few weeks'
r
:
work. Get in the race and
share of the valuable orizes
onerea.
r ,
it costs nothing to try. . .
:"'r::;-:-

RE-

A.

semi-annuall- y

.

.

OVER

VOTINQ SCHEDULE

NEW MEXICAN

This coupon, when neatly clipped out, name and address
filled In. and brought or sent to the Contest Department of
The New Mexican, 5anta Fe, N. M., will count as 10 votes.
Do not roll or fold. Mall in flat packages.

VALUED

i

PROF. CHARLES

Stomach Weak?

Blood Bad?
Liver Lazy?
Nervous ?

P

i

e

..

I

-

3

Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery

3

3

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

FACE FOUR

TUESDAY,
games he twirled.

VETERAN

SPRINTER

TRAINING

SON

TO SOME DAY FILL

HIS SHOES.

.

trainers, etc., will arrive from Albu
querque tomorrow morning, coming to
this city via automobiles, and they
w ill be entertained by the members of
the entertainment committee assisted
by Jake Levy and Porter Jones of this
city.
The referee and other officials will
l.e announced later.

record also calls
Christy's '.'trike-out- .
for praise. If he doea as well in the
whiff line this season as he did in
niOS or in 1903 he will claim his two
thousand and five hundredth strikeout victim. He now has fanned 2,261
National league players in championship games and 41 American league
players in I'ontests for the world's title. The year Matty played the greatest havoc with batsmen was in 1&03,
when he set down 26 batters on strikes
in 45 combats. Five years later, participating in 56 frays, McGraw's box
marvel killed off 2ZZ hitters on strikes.

BASEBALL.

BOXING

28 rounds 28
BENEFIT OF

B. P.

O.E.460

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Club.
Won. Lost.1 Pet.
Wednesday, April 30,
Cincinnati, O., April 29. Joe Tink4
10
.714
Chicago
er
ten men In a game
are
.here
says
3
7
NINE O'CLOCK P.M. ,
.700
New York
of base; .iJl. To the nine who hold reg
3
5
.623
Philadelphia
at
Joe
ular
coacher
tions
adds
the
por
8
6
.571
Pittsburg
third base, and asserts his role is every
5
6
.545
Brooklyn
PRELIMINARIES
bit as important as that of any of thj
7
St. Louis
.500
7
Of
others.
nine
are
there
course,
July
'Boston
9
2
.182
on the side that is in the field, but
6 ROUNDS EACH 6
10
.167
Cincinnati
, . 2
the side ;U bat, according to the new
YOUNG RIVERS, Albuquerque,'1
manager f the Cincinnati Reds;
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
without a smart ball plaver
vs.
Club.
Won. Lost. Pet. in
the box a few feet outside the INSURRECTO KID, Albuquerque.
2
9
.sis
Philadelphia
third-bas105 lbs. Ring Side.
line.
Cleveland
...' 10 4 .714 "I don't consider the
3
7
.700
AL JOHNSON, Albuquerque,
Washington
person,"
8
8
.500 coacher a very important
vs.
Chicago
some
"He
be
of
Joe.
account
may
9
7
St. Ix)uis
.438 says
.
BENNY CARSON, Albuquerque,"
'
in
S
5
Boston
cakhing signs or in disturbing
130 lbs. Ring Side.
.35
9
5
Detroit '.
.357 a pitcher, but he has only to take care
MIKE BACA, The Santa Fe Won2
:New York
10
.167 of the runner at first base, and that
der,
runner is in a position to take care
vs.
'
WESTERN LEAGUE.
I'of himself. But the man over at third YOUNG
CANOLE," The Fast
Club.
Won. Lost. Pet. must be alive and must know baseball.'
Innumerable!
1
8
Denver
.889 pretty
thoroughly.
130 lbs. Ring Side. '
the
;
Lincoln
.77S games have been won because
, . 7
third-fcasto
when
knew
catcher
St. Joseph
have
7
.700
33333333
the runners take chances,, and innum-eiabl5
Omaha
Sioux City
5
battle have been lost because
.500
Des Moines . . .,
.222 'bone' coachers held up runners or
'2
2
.222 made ihetn go ahead at the wrong
Peter Gernadt, Famous Sprinter, and His
Son, Whom He Hopes to Develop Into a Wonderful
Track Topeka
1
Wichita
.111 times.
Mao.
"With the Cubs we were always par- "Like father, like son," is an adage for 20 years, in which time he met the hardt in the sprints that he has taken
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
about our coachers at .third
ticular
case
to
that applies aptly
of Peter best in the world in the .hundred. his young son in hand and is showins
the
base when a game was tight. I reWhile not a
Gerhardt, famous sprinter, and his
Gerhardt, him all of the tricks of the start and
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
member one occasion last spring. We
son, whom he hopes to see as even in the last years of his participa- f.nish, and the boy has been such an
Cincinnati at Chicago.
were tied up to the eighth inning, and
great as himself on the cinder path tion in track events, was a consistent apt pupil that the proud father exNew York at 'Brooklyn.
we got a man to second base with two
before many years have passed.
performer. At Stockholm he ran first pects to eclipse his own record. In a
Philadelphia at Boston, postponed, out. King Cole was coaching at third.
who was a member of the Amer- in one of the
heats, but did recent meet young Gerhardt did 80 wet grounds.
Some of us said to Chance, 'Will hej
The Undefeated, Albuquerque,
ican team at the Stockholm games, at not finish.
yards in 12 seconds, which, for a kid
know enough to send him In?' Mean
S5, has retired after being in the game
It is to perpetuate the name of Ger cf 9 in oing some.'
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
...
ing had Colo enough experience and
Chicago at Detroit.
knowledge of the game to coach the
post- runi.ur all the way from second on any
Washington at Philadelphia,
THE TRILBY OF THE PRIZE RING IS GUNBOAT SMITH.
sort of a hit.
Chance immediately
GOOD
AHEAD poned, wet grounds.
j
SPORT
Boston at New York.
Cole to the bench and sent out The Wild Cat, Albuquerque,
callrd
HYPNOTISM OF HIS MANAGER HAS MADE SMITH DEVELOP FROM
Boston at New York, postponed, wet Artie Hofman in his
place. The bat135 Lbs. Ringside.
A RING HOUND INTO A PUGILISTIC LION
HE USED TO WANT
FOR FANS
grounds.
ter hit a ground ball to the infield. It
TO QUIT WHENEVER HIS OPPONENT SLAMMED HIM ONE.
was fumbled momentarily and the
At Detroit
play was made to first base, too late
, .
to set the batter. Artie sent his man
TOMORROW NIGHT A REAL BOXING MATCH Llill'HKU
iEetroit
WILL BE POLLED OFF AT THE ELKS
of
end
(Tied
ninth.)
and the winning run was scored, alOPERA HOUSE.
"JACK" TORRES AND
though the play at the plate was close.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
"The other side didn't score In the
"KID" STERN WILLIFIGHT IT OUT FOR
Milwaukee at Toledo.
next inning, and it was our game, but
at
Kansas
City
Indianapolis.
10 ROUNDS.
if Hofman hadn't taken that chance at
Minneapolis at Louisville.
the right time we might have wound
St. Paul at Columbus.
up in a tie or been beaten.
The lovers of the manly art of self
"Of course, some may suggest that
NATIONAL
LEAGUE.
tomor-rudefense will be offered a treat
At Chicago
we might have won any way; that thei
the
Elks' Cincinnati
(Wednesday) night at
3 next batsman might have hit a home!
2 8
theatre in this city, when the star box- Chicago
1
7 8
run if the runner had been held at
,
ing tournament, under the auspices of
Benton, Krome and Clarke; Cheney third, but the only safe basis on which
the Elks of this city and promoted byand Archer,
to figure baseball dope is results. One
Director Mark Levy, of the New Mexcan never tell what might have hapico Atletic club wjll hold the boards
At Brooklyn
pened, but always what did happen
at that house. Local interest centers New York
S
3 and can make plans for the future.
6
iii the bout in which our own Santa r'e Brooklyn
2
0 8
"I believe a great deal of the recent
boy, Mike Baca, will be one of the
Mathewson and Meyers;
Rucker, success of the New York Giants Is due
to McGraw's efficient coaching at third
principals, and as he has trained con- Stack and Miller.
base. The New York club might have
sistently for the past week or ten days
(Thirteen innings.)
and his condition is as near perfect as
won two straight pennants without his
possible, there will be no cause for
Pdvice, but I have seen lots of close
MATTHEWSON
HAS
defeat by him other than that he has
games copped by his team because he
met his master.
A GREAT RECORD knew how to coach."
The first perlimlnary bout of six
Roger Bresnahan, the Cubs' new acrcunds will be between Young "Joe
quisition,
always endeavors to shield
If Hugh Chalmers were to offer" a
Ms young pitchers
from whatever
Rivers", of Albuquerque, and The "In- motor
to
car
the
National league pitch cases of rattles may be induced by
surrecto Kid," of Sacramento, and
lately of Albuquerque; this is the 105 er having the best control Christy the conversation of coachers at first
pound or batam class, and the little Mathewson of the Giants, undoubtedly and third bases.
fellows are both old enough vat the would be the individual who would re"Whenever I catch a coacher trying
tc upset my pitcher," Roger says, "I
game to make further comment un- ceive the machine.
necessary; the next bout of six What wonaerrui command "Big Six" shout encouragement to my man as
rounds, will be between "Al" Johnson has is shown by the records. Matty lr.udly as I can. Ancf I usually succeed
and Benny Carson,
featherweights, now is entering on his fourteenth cam- in drowning out the coacher."
No one doubts this latter statement,
and both of paign in the parent organization, and
both of Albuquerque,
whom are graduates of the Mary Levy in four seasons 1908,, 1909, 1911 and for Roger certainly can make a noise
School of Boxing; both will weigh In 1912 his average of passes has been when he wants to. In this respect he
at 122 pounds. Then comes the bout less than one to the game. The year is the antithesis of John Kling. John
JACK TORRES,
;hich the local fans will watch with he exhibited the most perfect con- usually talks, but his remarks are
Very Clever Artist.
interest as thev fortunes of the local trol' was 190S, when, almost unaided, pianissimo and addressed to the batboy, Mike Baca, are dependent upon he nearly pitched the New Yorkers ter or umpire. Bresnahan'B voice can
j
his showing in this bout with "Young to a pennant, and would have done be heard all over the lot. Although
'
Canole," late of Dallas, Texas, but so but for a certain Incident which is Tinker and Chance are gone, the Cubs
now a resident of the New Mexico new historical.
will hardly Tie known as a quiet bunch
"GUNBOAT" SMITH.
of athletes as long as they have Evers.
These boys will weigh In
During that pennant pursuit
metropolis.
From Du Maurler's "Trilby" to Smith's custom to look for a nice soj't at 130, and it will be a battle royal,
"master mechanic' .'labored In Bresnahan and Zimmerman.
Gunboat"
Smith, the California spot on which to drop. Time after according to the predictions of the 50 engagements and countersigned
GOTCH GOES UNDER KNIFE.
only 42 compllmentaries, an average
Leavyweight, is a pretty far cry, but time Smith stopped, or tried to stop, promoter.
there is something about the Gunboat when things were not breaking right
Then comes the big card of th.6 of 0.75 to the combat.. Matty was alMarshalltown, la., April .29. Frank
year jwhen he Gotch, of Humboldt, Iowa, champion
that reminds one of the fiction char- with him, and Smith and "streak" be eening, or the main bout between most as accurate
23323333
acter. In the first place, "Trilby" Is came synonymous.
Jack Torres, a lifelong resident of Al- handed out" 34 frei tickets to first in wrestler, underwent an operation in
48
1911
In
he
removal
skirmishes.
'
averaged a hospital here today for the
as famous for her bare feet as she was Thfn came Buckley. The New buquerque, as is his opponent "Kid"
UNDER DIRECTION OFin of a growth of the turbinate bones in
for the fact that under the hypnotic Yorker was in California with Harlem Stern; great rivalry exists between 0.84 gratuities to the" game-an-d
1909 0.97.
he
be'
when
was
wildest
an
to
of
his
result
the
said
Of
Matty
nose,
one
saw
in
Smith
a
and
she
became
two
singer.
Tommy
It
these
been
Murphy
great
has
epell
nip
boys, and
course. Smith does not box in his bare of his good fights. He was impressed and tuck between them In picking a made his start in 1900. He took part accident several years ago. Only one
a
and
invited the Gunner to join his favorite, and an effort will be made in portions of six games that season, side of the nose was operated on tofeet, but his feet nevertheless are
Director of New Mexico Athletic
his i.ystentiof 22 passes.
day.
great part of. him, as it was through stable. Smith accepted and ever since by both to "bring home the bacon" in ridding
'
league batters have
.,'--;
or by them that he was given his title has fought like a champion, doi lg the contest tomorrow night. This The National
;? Association.
been able to work Matty for only 775
to
waste
10's
not
It
are
work
will
No.
your
of
lire.
"Gunboat."
under
gunwill
the
heaviest
evengood
pay you
cf
be the heaviest bout ot the
They
'AUSPICES
time writing out your legal formi
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A MIXED ASSORTMENT.
Chicago, III., April 29. When the
Cincinnati National league team, ar- rived here today it was discovered
that the trunks containing bats, gloves
and uniforms were missing.
This was not a complimentary exhibition meant to assuage the humiliation of the cubs when they appeared
at Cincinnati recently, minus their
bats, but a real dilemma.
Finally President Comisky of the
White, Sox, was reached and he unearthed an odd lot of uniforms, bats,
mitts and other paraphernalia and
Manager Tinker led his athletes to
the west side for practice.

ELKS' SMOKER

i

THIRD BASE COACH
COUNTS MOST
SAYS TINKER

BIG BOUT
Jack Torres
vs

KID STERN,

'

)

APRIL 29, 1913.

'

PREPARING FOR 1914.
.
,
Chicago, 111.,' 'April 29. President
. of the
Comisky,-Chicago Americans,
the capacity of
plans to increase
the Siquth Sidjs.baseball park from 20,- 000 to 45,000 for the season of 1914.
When the enlargement has been completed; the White Sox park will have
the largest capacity of any baseball
plant In the country.
According to the plans, the grand
stand will seat 25,000, the fifty cent
pavilllon 10,000 and the twenty-fivcent bleachers 10,000. The improvements will cost $150,000.
President Comisky said last night
that he never ceased regretting thttt
it became necessary to closa the gales
in 1911 In one game between his te,i:n
and the Chicago Nationals in the city
series.. The paid admissions on that
day were $:JG,368, and probably bOOO
were turned away.
e

INTERESTING FIGURES ON
EXPORTS AND IMPORTS.
Washington, D. C, April 29. Ex
perts from the United States to five
principal countries of South America,
Frazil, Argentina, Shile, Uruguay and
Peru increased almost 12 per cent
during the first nine months of the
pTesent fiscal" yearV as Compared with';
the same period last year.
Imports from those' "countries Increased only a per 0611 as shown by
(figures prepared, by theblureau of for-- ;
jeign and domestic commerce,
The exports this year-- totaled
aga.'nst $84,100,000 last year;
jthe imports, $145,300,000 against
Of the trade with the five
countries named, the exports to jAp
igontina and Chile showed slight de-- !
creases, as fclso the imports from Ura- i.gnay. In every other case there was
an increase. The imports from Bra- zil in the comparative nine month per-- i
tod, increased from $95,700,000 last
year to $104,500,000 this year; from
Argentina from $19,000,000 to $22,500,-00and from Chile from $13,500,000 to
$18,500,000.
Exports to Brazil increas-- ,
ed from $22.94,000'to $32,000,000, while
those to Chile decreased from $12,200,-00- 0
to $11,800,000 and those to Argen- tina from $10,400,000 to $39,900,000"
-'

0

LIVING CQ.ST5
REDUCED BY
MOTORCYCLE

j

A motorcycle reduced the cost
of living for C. B. Gesney, Cin-

cinnati.

When he bought it, he moved

to the country to Alexandria
fifteen miles away.
He rides daily to and from

'

Never
his work in Cincinnati.
misses.
In 8 months he rode 5,350
miles through the clean, fresh
air. Gained 10 p6unds. Used
only 88 gallons of gasoline.
BETTER
CHEAPER living
living!
A motorcycle will do the same
I
for you.
,
Come in or write for details.

POPE MOTOR CYCLES
Overhead Valve Motors

,

--

:

Clean Sport,

"WMfel L
h. p. chain drive...:.'. 1250.00
1215.00
Model M Mi. p. chain drive
Model K Hlft 4 h. p. belt drive.... 1200.00
Model H llzht weight, belt drive $166.00

Magneto Equipped.

,,f

.

Pope Bkycles-Repair-

&

iof

Supplies

is

PASH BROTHERS,
'

ii
S3',

12i San Francisco St., Santa Fe, H.,U.

!
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Prices, i O

Pickwick Papers

DAYTON FLOOD

DISASTER

"-

- COMEDY

iii

;
ONLY

ELKS'

N.

ALBUQUERQUE,

M.

May 3d, 1913.
fare from
and
all points in New Mexlxo to
' Albuquerque and Return
; :
Certificate Flan, pro-.- ..
fifty" or more
'
" ,vldin
are in attendance.One

one-thi-

rd

,n

"

-

$4.(50

From Santa Fe

$4.60

Ticdets oirSale May 1st, 2nd and 3rd
toll.
, . . Return Limit, May 5th,
H- -

S. LUTZ,
'

.' .

.

gent.

-
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TUESPAY,

PAPP. KSVsj

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

APRIL 29, 1913.

UNITED STATES BANK

&

PANAMA CANAL TOLL
QUESTION GOES OVER

TRUST CO.

Very Large Display of
BEAUTIFUL

A

PERSONALS

SELIGifJ

ADOLF

CO.

GOODS

DRY

(Owing to the great Interest manl
Washington, D. C, April 29.By a tested In the Personal Column, the
1
com13
to
canal
of
vote
the senate
New Mexican requests Its readers to
to put over to send In
mittee
by mail (a postcard will do)
MOST SREMARKABLE
the regular December session of con- or
(call "31") items of
telephone
by
BARGAINS IN
gress all questions of Panama canal this column. By doing so the readtolls, including the Senator Root ers will confer a favor on the New
LOWEST.
Lace or Embroidered, in Nearly AH Models for High or Low
amendment to repeal the. free pass- Mexican and on their friends. Comage provision of the Panama law! munications sent by mall should bear
Neck. Large Assortment to Select From.
Senator Brandegee voted against it. the
Your Patronage Solicited
signature of the writer).
Before the vote was taken, senators
Senator I.. C. Ufeld of Us Vegas is
125 Palace Ave
pointed out that the Peomcrats were in the city.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
committed to tariff and currency legDavid Goldbaum is visit g friends
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
nances provide that beginning May 1
islation at the extra session and that in Las Vegas.
J. B. LAMY,
PHONE 180
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
John Hovey was in Albuquerque pH dogs must have a license, and on';
they would have enough to do to legislate on those subjects.
that date the city police are instructed:;
..
yesterday oi business.
tt; round up all (logs without licenses!
Harold F. Coggephall, superintend-The overwhelming vote by which
Oiff committee agreed to the motion nut of the Indian schools, is' in Santo and place them in the pound where
was taken to indicate that there Domingo,
they will be held pending issue of
INSURE WITH if AYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
would be no action on the tolls ques
L. H.iGibson, traveling freight agent jctnse, and if same are not immediate-thKs-taken
be
will
;
out
the
killed.
tion for several months unless PresIs modern.
is
in
ly
dogs
Mexico
New
Central,
a well located.
ident Wilson chooses to exert his in prnola today on business:
The city marshal today instructed the
fluences to have it reopened.
Is close in.
Mr. and Mrs. G. O. Streeter, sight' city police in their duties beginning!
Is in a good neighborhood.
Some senators today considered it st era from New York city, are at the: May .
How is the title to that place you
Is a home.
doubtful if the president could cause Montezuma.
Better require an
Bias Sanchez, a well known resident are buying?
Is, best of all, offered at a r a.sonable
the committee to change its mind unless there were new and pressing deEspanola, Rio Arriba county, isjstract from our office before you pay
price.
In Precinct No. 4 (South Side)
be'out your money. Santa Fe Title Ab- velopments on the negotiations
registered at the Coronailo.
If you contemplate purchase of a home and want to secure "your
tween the state department and the
R. P. Asplund is in Las Vegas o:istract Co., R. B. Lee, Secretary . U. S.
business connected villi the depart Bank and Trust Co., Bldg.
British foreign office.
money'6 worth" it will pay you to inquire at once of
ment of state superintendent of pubSee Us at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent.
lic instruction.
BIG "BILL' DOYLE
The finest rooms in th city, having
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.
RESIGNS FROM THE
Leonardo Zorilla, who 1ms been in electric lieht. steam heat and hatha.
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building;, Santa Fe, N. Al.
STATE DEPARTMENT. Chihuahua, Mexico, is here as a wit- The European Hotel, centrally loness in a case that will come up in cated. State Progressive Headquar
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.
Identified (the federal court.
ters in the hotel.
California Diplomat Was
E. P. Davies, who has been
With Trade Expansion; Was Chief
Our Benzoine, Witch Hazel and Al- Bureau.
court in Kstancin tiio past few luond Cream, try it. It relieves sore-it- .
of
days, is expected to return home tnis:lu.ga redness and roughness, makes
SURETY B0NDSv
REAL ESTATE
INSURANCE
afternoon.
Washington, D. C, April 29.
A
;the skin soft and smooth. Zook's.
P. S. Doyle, of California, chief
Guild The ladies of the Al- D. Hand, well known farmer.
Altar
James
189
Phone,
division of the stockraiser and well known Democrat, tar Guild of the
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
of the
Episcopal church will
for the laBt. two Is here from Los Alamos. He is stop-- ;
state
OlSHHSrun
next
a
department
tea
on
by electricity or alcohol? I have a fine
evening
give
Saturday
Mexico.
New
:
Santa Fe,
119 San Francisco St., :
years has resigned to engage in pri ping at the Montezuma.
of the Sterneau "Inferno," all high-grad- e
the lawn-- , at the residence of Mrs.
assortment
vate business. Mr. Doyle was closely
Trinidad C. de- - Baca, state gam; John March, on Hillside avenue, for.
I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I 1 1
M
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
identified with the development of the warden, leaves tomorrow morning to the benefit of the fund to purchase a
and
the percolators which will make a cup
meal,
policy of trade expansion familiarly look over the territory in tin vicinity processional cross. The tea will be
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
under
"dollar
-diplomacy"
4
be5
to
Idea
designated
of Mora,' Raton and Ciimi on, goh:r held from
o'clock, the
the Taft administration and repre by automobile.
ling to make it an occasion in keeping.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H. C. YONTZ,
on
American
the
government
sented
sheriff of Torrance with the blossom time, when the
Julius
Meyers,
missions.
several important
arrived here last evening from P'e and other fruit blossoms will be
r; Although
Secretary Bryan would Estancia, accompanied by Mrs. Mey-- j Mening the trees.
have preferred Mr. Doyle to remain ers, who is seriously ill at. the St.' Vinof Thanks Leonidas W. Smith
until his return to Washington from cml's sanitarium.
on hehalf of the Boy Scouts particu- NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Mr.
.California, if not indefinitely,
team.
baseball
O. L. Owen has returned from A!bu- larl' tne L'y
Doyle was moved by private consider- querque, where he attended the meet-- wishes to express their sincere appre-- ;
acation to request the immediate
commission elation to the following gentlemen
ing of the corporation
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
ceptance of his resignation. The
with
the
railroad
and
the
Bheep rais- - for donations received for their new
bureau will be tempor- ers'
'baseball
W. Norment,
Jas.
uniforms:
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
representatives.
G. V
arily in charge of Fred M. Dearing,
Leonidas
Howard, $1;
Mrs. M. C. Stevenson of the Kapano-j1- :
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Hthe assistant chief who has been es- la
JToulouse, $3; M. B.
fine fruit ranch Smitn
owns
a
who
valley,
relations
Repecially directing Mexican
Lines.
on the west side of the Rio Grande Otero, $2; B. Z. MeCollough, 50c; K.
of the department.
W. Green, SOc; A. E. P. Robinson, 50c;
not
San
and
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W
9
rher
far
Ildefouso,
ST.
DON
GASPER
104
Telephone
Best Rigs you
W. G. Hoover, $1; John Smith, $2;
Washington newspaper men were is in the capital on business
fond of Mr. Doyle who looked like a
W. D. Murray, president of the Sil-- Dr. J. A. Massie, $1; Gregg and Cole,
SADDLE PONIES.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
foot ball athlete and who possessed a ver City National bank, U in town, $1; Butt Bros. Co., $1.
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
Convenient Offices The rooms in
genial, western air. Mr. Doyle toured greeting old friends. Mr. Murray w,ia
South America with Secretary Root's a former member of the legislature the building formerly oacupicd by the
Santa Pe Water and Light company,
party and became well acquainted and is well known at the capital.
with the needs of the
A. B. McOaffey, a prominent mer- opposite the armory on Washington
republics.
chant of Albuquerque, and manager of avenue, have been renovated, paint- the A. B. McGaffey company, was in eu ana nanusomeiy ruruisiied oy nr.
DANGEROUS BLAZE ON CELTIC. the city last evening, the guest of ,T. Standley G. Small, and Dr. W. H.
R McManus. Mr. McGaffey is on his Llo"a- for tlleir offit'es. nnd ,lleBe two
29.
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United Slates Senator Thomas 13.
ALLEN'S F00TEASE
Catron has returned from Lss Vegas.
The Antiseptic Powder for Ten- der. Aching Feet. Sold cvery- - Commenting on his visit to the Meadow City, the Las Vegas Optic says:
where. 25c. Sample FIIER. Address,
ALLEN S. OLMSTED, L Roy, N. Y.
PRESBYTERIAN
"The joint committee on the federal
building site held a meeting yesterday
EGGS FOR HATCHING
club
morning (in the Commercial
OUR LINE OF
CHURCH
rooms. Senator T. B. Catro rwas present
Senand
KAUNE
addressed the meeting.
EXTRA FANCYGOODS
GENERAL ASSEMBLIES
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Any demand that your work or your typist can possibly
May 14th
decided to ask the government to send
Below you will find articles
the Winter Layer I
and Price the Quality
make, in any ordinary or exceptional requirement of
a representative here to examine the
you may be sure of getting
typewriting, is covered by our. three machines
FRESH EGGS FOR THE TABLE.
site."
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Hack and Baggage
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Entire Stable
can get.
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A Rug Or A Carpet
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THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN
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WAGNER

AKERS

UNDERTAKING

FURNITURE

j

Manager.

CO.
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n.lnor

aHENRY

KRICK&

j

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
66-6-

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
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Trade-Mar-
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typist

SX. Buff Orpingtons
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CC.

$2.00.3 EGOS
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at any time at our store

Smith PremierMonarch

Remington

Complete Visible

Its not a new idea, but ons

vyxifingr

single or double keyboard shifting
carriage or shifting type ;$egmeflt;
machines of any width of carriage;
machines regulated to any touch;

to

II

IX

li

"line

Smith
Premier

Thte Remington Type writer
Service? is a universal service
: universal in
every sense of the
word
everything
"'it-Include-

s

and it extends everywhere.Wr
not only have machines for
every purpose, but our service
includes operators, inspections,
supplies, rentals; in fact, evetyt
conceivable requirement of t)ae
liter.
timffwriter
Ir

take

chances.

The Nw Mexican, If- your bushiest
about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up '"286." If

JUST RECEIVED
Another car load
Boss Patent Flour.
PURE FOODS
:

:

Is

you wish to speak to the editor
any news, please phone "31."

HIGH

QUALITY AND A PRICE A8
LOW AS THI8 QUALITY
WILL PERMIT is the basis
upon which we want our
Please
reputation to rest.
remember this.

$

mm

IN TELEPHONING

--

machines to write, add and sub
tract: machines for any kind of form
Remington
aod tabular work; machines with many"jr
for
machines
;
features
every
special
11
J
special; purpose; 41 different
models comprise our complete
111

LOCAL ITEMS.

well worth considering when
you buy your Groceries. The
purity and wholesomeness of
all toooe soia in our store
Is your best kind of Health
Insurance for you. Inferior
goods are not sold by us. We
leave that to those who wish

1
Of

CHASE & SANBORN'S
Tea and Coffee.

1

Remington Typewriter Company
'
1645 Champa Street Denver,

CO.

&

Monarch
Colorado.

Bt

Where Prices ar
V- - For Sate Oualitv.

give

Pure milk and cream for sale. Morning or evening delivery. C. L. Pollard

Monarch Canned Goods,
Richelieu Canned aoodav- H tint's Hand Peeled Call for- nia Canned Fruits.

H. S. KAUNE

or

.
Phone 19 J.
h
The great flood pictures at the Elks'
theatre tonight, only, at .usual ptices;
two shows to be given, the f!rst".t3
"
start at 7:15.
The value of cold Cream lies In its
purity and skillful compounding. Try
Zook's Cold Cream for all toilet uses
aud massage purposes.
Biggest Valve in the State The
Santa Fe Water & Light company has
installed the largest valve that has
ever been put in any water works sys
tem in 7ew Mexico. The valve was
tnken to the big reservoir yesterday, ft
requiring a four horse team to haul it
there, and big draft horses, at that.
It is 36 inches in diameter, seven' and
one half feet long and weighs 4700
pounds. This new valve, will be used
for cleaning the big reservoir.
AT WELTMER'S An entire .fresh
stock of Ansco supplies. All old stock

returned.
Japanese,

1

We also have a full line

f

DELICATESSAN GOODS.

-

Round Trip Rate from Santa Fe

CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Pbone

204

J.

315

Dates of Sale, May

Palace Ave.

FINE CANDIES
MODERN

GROCERY

CO.

JOHNMitS
INSURANCE

to

I J,

1913.

EXTENDED RETURN LIMIT

tickets with Joint
agent at Atlanta, not later than
June 10th, and payment of $1 extension of
tained to
point not
June 30th

final limit may be

ob-

reach original starting
later than midnight of
1913.

For Further Particulars Cat' On or Address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

Santa Fe, - - New Mexico

Fire, Life, Accident
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

REAL ESTATE

Are Your Trees

City Property, Farms

Strong and Healthy?

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc

Of

"RED APPLE PAINT
will make Ihem so.

Patent Tree Paint.
and Guaranteed by

Try Rhoads'

Telephone 194 W., Room
5VNTAFB

-

U

BUILDING,

Mad

F. RHOADS,
J. NOVELTY
WORKS,
QALISTEO ST..
104

NEWMEXICO

Scratch Pads ct an. descriptions an

all qualities, 10 pounds for 60
New Mexican offlee

v

April and May are the months
your fruit trees for pro
tection from all kinds of insects.

All Kinds.

LAUGHLIN

'uinnn.nnfuvuunvxro

10

By depositing

Surety Bonds

.

...

French
and
Chinese,
Swiss embroidered' robes, waists, lin
gerie and drapery at half tfc,e usual
cost and direct from the jOrient, at
42 i'ollege St?
the W. ti, Ooebel-o.- ,
protect Your Dogune city ordl- -

....

Anchovies
Anchovies in Oil
Anchovy Paste
Bar le Due Jelly
Artichoke Bottoms, Imported
Tuna Fish' In Olive Oil
Tuna Fish, Plain
French Tunny Fish, in Olive Oil
Pate de Fois Gras
C. & B. Parmasan
Cheese In
Bottles
Imported Sardelle
Dundee Marmalade
Pure Italian Olive Oil
Pure French Oilve Oil
Pure French Olive Oil
Heinz Preserved Fruit in Crock
Heinz Mustard Catsup
Heinz Mandalay Sauce
Ripe Olives, Large Ones
Dusseldorf Style Mustard '

cent

Telephone

157 W.

SANTA FE.N.M.

New Mexican Want Ads
bring results. Try it -

always

PAtit

SIX

5 Art T A F

Santa Fe

THE

New Mexican

NEW MEXICAN

TUESDAY,

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA,

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000

R. J. PALEN,

New

SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, per year, by mall
Daily,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State.

President
General Manager
Editor
..Associate Editor

....

$5.00
12.50

tlx months, by mail

11.00

Weekly, per year

Weekly,

tlx mentha

ft Booklet

$1.26
11.50

t

.SO

pree-ent-da-

need.

Bills discounted. Credit ani Oepoelt
opened. Letters of Credit and Orafte lesued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock. Exeffected.
change 8ales and Purchase
Telegraphlo
tranafers of money made.
it Is important for every business house to eatable
bank
banking relatione with a strong, service-givin- g
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funde for our t me Certificates

Commercial

Free on Request
VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

Organized in 1870.

rime la the teat of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determlnea Its adaptability to changing condition. Thia bank-- hae eucceaafully withatood all the
country' financial and commercial dieaatere for over
forty years. ; It management hae regarded safety aa of
the flrtt Importance In banking, a tradition that atlll
rule It policy, but the bank la not living on Ita hletory
y
but depende for Ita prosperity 'upon adaptability to

Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
playing, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three rom bungalows with bath,
Accommodations already reserved ahead to July. Is
one and two room cabins or rooms in main building.
Yours?

RATES

Daily; per quarter, by mall...
Dally, per quarter, by oarrler

Vlce-Prerlde- nt.

...

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

Mexican Printing Co., Publishers

Bronson M. Cutting.
Charles M. Stauffer
J. Wight Glddiugs
William P. Brogan

L. A. HUQHES,

President.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano
Spanish Weekly
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F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.
FOR A LIMITED TIME

Banquet Tomatoes, per can
$ .10
1.20
')
per do2.cn,"
"
.
.
.
2.35
.
per case,
Banquets are the standard No. 2J4' a regular 2jfor 25c
seller. Our price 10c per can.

Pll()ne

ANDREWS

No--

y
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POULTRY FENCE

when Union Lock is used, because it is built
from the same design as a regular held fence.
Union Lock haa stood the test of time
and time proves nil things in strength, close
neBS of mesh (3 and 4 inches), adjustability
and economy it maket a full return on the
investment.
We curry a complete stock of Union Lock
Poultry Fence and we can save money for
the buyer.

day for hearing.
States
In the caBe of the United
against Filaberto Jantet to cancel a
patent, the court rendered a decree
in favor of the defendant.
The following attorneys have been
admitted to practice in the federal
court: Michael J. McGuiuness, Santa
Fe; Wm. B. Sweezey; Organ; Wm. M.
Berger, Belen; John Y. Hewitt, White
Oaks.
In the case of the Central Electric
company against the Socorro Electric
company an appeal was granted to
the circuit court of appeals.
William H. Humble of Portales and
Oscar W. Thompson of Albuquerque
have been adjudicated bankrupts by
the federal court.
A STEP BACKWARD.
The Equitable Surety company of
St. Louis, Mo., is notified by Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo Chaves,
that on account of the passage of
chapter 87 of the laws of 1913, requiring all bond companies to make a
deposit of $20,000 with the state before they can do any business in New
Mexico that company will have to
withdraw unless it makes such deposit. The Equitable has most as
suredly decided that it will withdraw
and in doing so has written a letter
to all its agents throughout the state,
in which it pays its respects to the
recent aggregation of state solons
who were in session here for some 60
days. The letter is as follows:
We beg to advise that on and after
the first of June, the Equitable will
from business in the state of
New Mexico, and will write no business after that date. This by reason
of a law under chapter 87 of the laws
of 1913, and approved March 14, 1913,
effective ninety days from date, requiring all companies writing fidelity
and surety bonds in the state of New
Mexico to make a special deposit of
e

Santa Fe Hardware

Supply Co.

&

f

Kvery third car a Ford and every
Ford user a Ford "booster."
New
prices runabout $525 touring
car
$000 delivery car
car
$C25 town
J800 with all' equipment, f. o. b. Detroit. Get particulars from

Wood-Davi-

HardwareCo.

s

If It's Hardware We Have It.

SANTA FE.

-

-

-

.

NEW MEXICO.
r

$43,.15
Jefferson Memorial Dedication
Ceremonies and American
Peace Congress,
April 30th to May 3rd, 1913.
Tickets on Sale April 27th, 28th, 20th and 30th.
'
i
v
Limit, May 6th, 1913.
r

Return

68th Annual Session Southern Baptist Convention
MAY 14 TO 21, 1913.

Dates of Sale, May II,

mSTH
NATIONAL

12,

ii,

M.

This deposit, being a special deposby.
it, would not be an admitted asset
'
of other
the insurance companies
states, and in view of the limited volume of business we are receiving
from your state, and- - the scattered
points from which same is secured,
we do not feel justified in continuing
to write after that date, as we do not
intend making the deposit.
We regret this action, which is on
the part of the legislature, of your
state, and which, in our opinion, is a
step backward, and one that is not In
effect in but very few states in the
Union. These states are small, and
as a rule, unprogressive, and do not
have the standing that the more progressive states have, chief among
which are West Virginia, Virginia,
South Dakota, Delaware, Idaho and
Louisiana, and to which we note New
Mexico has joined.
OIL INDUSTRY GROWING.
The Pecos Valley Oil and Gas com
pany, through the Santa Fe railroad,
has made application to the state cor
poration commission for a reduction
of rates from Atoka to Roswell and
Carlsbad. Atoka is a little side track
The state corporsouth of Artesia.
ation commission has granted a reduction of rates. The former rates
from Atoka to Roswell were 23 cents
per 100 pounds, from Atoka to Carls
rate is low
bad, 14 cents. The
ram
ered to 10 cents and the
to 7
cents, between theve poinU.
In the application the company Bays:
"The Pecos Valley Oil md Gas company of Artesia operate an o'i wel' at
Atoka, N. M., which prid ices about
50 barrels of crude oil per day and
shipments have been made J'rom Ato i
to. Roswell and Carlsbad s'.:ice Man .U
1, 1913, at the present fifth c'ass rates;
as special rates lower than the clais
rates are published in ot'ier territor
ies, it is admitted that the present
rateB from Atoka to Roswell end Carlsbad are unreasonable to ihe extent
that they exceed the prop.ir."d rates. '
By order of the state corporation
commission the new and lower rate
is retroactive to March I. Inst past.
Other wells are being drilled in that
vicinity and the oil industry therj
promises to be a large one.
AUTHORITY TO DO BUSINESS.
The state corporation commission
has issued a certificate of authority
today to the Prividence Washinp';..n
Fire Insurance company of Providence,
Rhode Island, to do business In the
state of New Mexico. This company
is one of the oldest in the country,
having been organized in 1799.
NEW DEPOT FOR SILVER CITY
On order of corporation commission
a new depot will be erected at Silver
City, and Fred C. Fox, general mana- jger of the western lines of the Santa
Fe, will submit plans this week to the
..
. ..
I.
rmrtnln ui0 oil..
nuver juy
oii me DUUaing,
jjcujjio
which will be a creditable addition to
the architecture of that place and an
added convenience to the accomoda
tions for the traveling public.
MAKE A TEN STRIKE.
Hugh s. Williams and B. F. Segger- son were in Chicago this wppJt
a
postal received here by Mr. M. S.
uroves announces the progress of
jiueir journey to Washington- - Both
gentlemen are In the best of hea'th
and spirits and enthusiastic that they
will make a ten strike for the state
.

Return Limit, May 27th, 1913.

ANNUAL CONVENTION

RETAIL GROCERS' ASSOCIATION

Dates of Safe, May 17th, 18th, 19th.

Return Limit, May 25th, I9IJ.

For further particular call on or address,
SANTA FE, N. M.

H. S. LUTZv&gt.,

-

,

ORS;

GOT HIS MAN.

STAMPED

MILLINERY,

EMBROIDERY

-

IN-

FLOSS IN WHITE AND COL-

ALSO CROCHET

THE DE VARGAS

,

COTTON.

MISS A. MUGLER

A.

W. G. SARGENT, Proprietor.
W. H. MENDENHALL, Business Manager.
Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
nsvly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
papered. Many private baths and all the comhotel.
forts of a first-clas- s

The

Panama-P-

Sadie L. Oleson, of Albuquerque

eRal estate

.

. .

.'. .

Leans on bonds and mort
gages .
29,500.00
Premiums in course
of
collection
1,113,622.54
Interest, dividends and"

office

94.851.8S

Assets

$15,145,085.69

("nearned premiums
Losses in process of

.,$

!

ad-

justment
All other claims
Reserve for dividend payable Jan. 2nd, J913 . .
Reserve for contested liabilities (not loss.3) ...
Policyholders surplus . .
.

Net surplus

6,834,', 92.28
535.G23.40
300,000.00
125,000.00
250,000.00
7,099,670.01

... $2,500,000.00
4,599,670.01

.

$7,099,070.01
$15,145,085.69

Mexican Want
Try It.

Ads

alwavs

bring results.

rPANSY

Mo.--

1,193,489.46

iLAKfcNDUIN

Sols Agents For INTERNATIONAL

and
209,474.90

Cash on deposit and in
office
1,707,129.92

ILFaLFA SEED.

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

LIABILITIES.

Unearned Premiums
$
Losses in process of adjustment
All other claims
Reserve for dividend payable Jan. 2d, 1913
Reserve for Contingencies
Cash Capital
Total liabilities

9,022,217.57

500,000.00
250,000.00
2,000,000.00
12,580,040.08
14,489,991.20

Net Surplus

Pho.Bi.cu

HERSGH

485,204.77
322,617.74

45

THE
JEWELER

SPITZ

S.

I

Phone Black

$27,070,031.28

HEADQUARTERS FOR

There is no case on record of a
cough, cold or lagrippe developiug
into bronchitis, pneumonia or consumption after Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound has been taken. The
is in a yellow" "package.
Refuse
substitute. Capital Pharmacy.

HIGH-GRAD-

E

gon-uin- e

WATCHES
AND

PLANTS

CL0CK5
t

.

GARDEN

Phone 12.

The (Great
B"

i

Time Pieces That Are

Reliable!

jU

!

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.

1

Contest

OHIO

--

IS A SURE WINNER!

CI

and tne interest nas greatiy intrcascu.
The votes are coming in fast, and the
leaders are putting forth every effort to
Lulu Krick is

SEE THAT YOUR BALLOTS
ARE FILLED OUT IN INK OR
TYPEWRITER.

carry away the pianos.
still the leader, with Nellie Gann pushing
her hard, and Mrs. Sargent a close third.
It means that every person in Santa Fe
should interest themselves in this local
contest and help their favorite candidate.

No votes will be

REMEMBER counted unless

NO

filled out in ink
or typewriter, to prevent possible errors.

SCHEME!

NO

FAKE!

A

STRAIGHT

FORWARD

MERIT CONTEST

PLEASE REMEMBER
that ONLY MERCHANDISE PURCHASES
OR DUE BILLS COUNT IN THE CON-

Contestants, to
REMEMBER tell
your friends

t

STOCK

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

..$27,070,031.28

Rose Bushes and
Blooming Shrubs.

inc

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

of

Total assets

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

t

.

Rents accrued

1913.

2,700.00
500,000.00

Collateral T.nnn
Premiums in course
collection
Interest Dividends

CO.

$22,282,237.00
1,175.000.00

gages

11,250.00)

LIABILITIES.

Xew

Real Estate
Loans on Bonds and

1,137,625.2"

Total

Capital

ASSETS.
Bonds and StocksT

572,500.00

rents accured .
Bills receivable taken for
real estate sold' . ....
Cash on deposit und in

De

and was incorporated.

ANCE COMPANY OF NEW YORK.
Annual Statement, January 1, 1913.
ASSETS.
Bonds and stocks
$12,185,736.00

to be sure and
name
mark'your
plainly on the
ballot. This week there were
oyer 2,000 votes without a name

2

ST. LOUIS,
ROUND TRIP,

It was The Palace Hotel,
IT XS 1TOW

Street, of the mounted police,
returned last night, from Nebraska
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA. .
with Benjamin Wyant, the prisoner
who escaped from the penitentiary,
some months ago in company with
Andres Culles, the cook. Wyant was VOTE MONEY FOR
THE FRISCO EXPOSITION.
apprehended in Hall county, in that
Madison, WJs., April 29. The asstate, and held till a requisition for
his extradition was Issued. Calles, sembly today voted for the engrosswho was hield in Juarez,
Mexico, ment of a bill appropriating $75,003
made his get away several weeks ago for state representation at the
acific
and is in parts unknown.
exposition. By a vote of 62
to 20, an amendment increasing the
NOTARIES COMMISSIONED.
Commissions have been issued to Appropriation from $50,000 to" $75,000

$20,000.

Dead weight.. That's the difference
between a light and a heavy car. It
takes gasoline to pull thie excessive
weight. It means tire wear. Get away
from the extra expense.
Buy a light
weight vanadium steel Ford.

CORRECT

corporation commission in getting a
member of the interstate commerce
commission to send a member to New
Mexico to the coming meeting here
to consider freight rates.

granted a restraining order requiring Robert E. Potter of Clayton, Union
the defendants to show cause why a county, as notaries' public.
CONTINENTAL INSURANCE
temporary" injunction should not be
80 Maiden Lane, New York
to
come
will
FIDELITY
The
case
FIRE
PHENIX
INSUR
up
grapted.
Annual Statement January 1,

HJM10M W)CK

Service counts!
Union Lock Poultry Fence gives the utmost in service.
Poultry protection means poultry profits,
and the greater the protection the more
certain are the profits. Union Lock Poultry
Fence, a square mesh weave, provides a
"
tasting security.
No boards are required at top or bottom

STORE

Which Has a Most Complete
Assortment of
.

.1.

APRIL 29, 1913.

TUESDAY,

OFFICIAL" NEWS. THE
FEDERAL COURT NOTES.
In the cases of the government
against the Colorado Southern mil- road for violation of the thirteen hour
law, tried before Judge Pope, judg- ment was allowed for $300 and for
$100 respectively.
Judge Pope has appointed the following persons as U. S. court commissioners: R. D. Elder, St. Vrain;
John A. Haley, Oarrizozo;
Harvey
Usher, Buchanan; also J. P .Kennedy
to succeed Frank Ulibarri, who resigned at Estancia.
In the case in equity of John Loon-eversus the Arlington Land company, Martin Borders Land company,
and Thorp Bros., to restrain the defendants from transferring, certain
lands on the- Tierra Amarilla grant,
consisting of 5760 acres, the court

:

MEXICAN

v

TEST, as the New Mexican Printing Comtemporapany have agreed to withdraw
to con
as
not
so
from
participating,
rily
Contest.
flict with the State Wide

HARDWARE AND HOUSE FURNISHINGS ARE USED T3Y EVERYBODY.
NO ONE GOES BAREFOOTED.
on them.
ALL HAVE TO EAT.
So where can you get three more popular
lines to work on?
NOTE THE CHANGE IN VALUE OF VOTES DUE BILLS COUNT TRIPLE VOTES; CASH
ACCOUNTS COUNT SINGLE VOTES.
PURCHASES COUNT DOUBLE VOTES; THIRTY-DA- Y
I

AAV

LUUJV

Dd AIU
IliC UM DtLUW

AlCD THE
UVCK

I

ICT

AND PICK OUT ONE OF THE CANDIDATES
It will
AND HELP THEM IN THIS. CONTEST.

,
cost you nothing to help seme friend. Remember the contest stores are thft following :
W THE MODERN GROCERY CO., JOHN PFLUEGER,
THE S ANTE FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
It Is the snap and progressiveness of these merchants that made this contest possible. Show

your appreciation by taking interest in the contest and patronizing them.

V

Lulu Krlck . .....484,981
Nellie Gann . .....374,139
Mr. W. G. Sargent. 369,427
Edith Marmon . '..298,900
Mr- -.

Mr.

C.

Parson.... 287,420

Paul Doran... 276,933
Mrs. E. L. Wheeler. 262,895
191,806
Frances Leeson
Belle Anaya .. ....102,890
Nellie Nusbaun. . . 73,220
Clara Gibson . "... 68,474
Ida Clouthier . .. 67,720

Be Very Careful

-

5f

THE STANDING OF THE CANDIDATES IS AS FOLLOWS:
Petrlta Delgado . ..19,845 Dorothy Safford . . 7,300 Lucy Ortiz .......
vt.. 67,640 Mamie
. ....
5,030 Lola Mlchaelson ....
Lamberson
18,820

Eloisa Herrera
May Closson . ....
Mr. C. Patterson..
Carmen Abreu . ...
Mary Quintana. ..

53,138
51,110

48,475

Mrs. Fred Alarid. .. 44,040
Mrs. V. Casados .. . 41500

Etta Moore .
.. 40,870
Mrs. Thos. Doran .. 37,685
31,470
Lulsita Sena .
Mrs. Fred Hogle ... 23,785

....

Mr.

G.

r.

McNItt..

.

65,982

20,865

Rumaldo Gomez .
Tlburcita-Gonzale-

. 17,455

s.

Mrs. C. F.

Kanen...

....

16,560
16,385

Margaret Miller ...16.085

.....

Ramona Baca
Laura Montoya . . .
Mrs. W. Parson...
Elena 'Sena
Mrs. A. Porterfield.
Ruth Nix .

.......

15,685
13,580
12,460
10,685
10,280

8,460

Polly Borego
Edna Lutz .
. 4,035
Mrs. Gus Koch
3,945
Ernestina Delgado . 3,185
Cecelia Palmer . . . 2,940
Mrs. J. V. Conway.
2,670
Louisa Dietiel
2,275
Mrs. E. N. Peden.
2,000
1,595
Mrs. Dr. McCarthy.
Mrs. W. B. Prince. ..' 1,450
Mrs. J. Muralter.
1,320

.

...

and Put On Each Ballot the Name of . the Candidate

You

1,295

1,2l0

Mrs. C. L. Bowlds. 1,195
G. W. Armljo.
1,195
Ruth Mendenhall .. 1,120
1,115
Jean Law
Mr. R. L. Cooper.. 1,110
Katherlne Brown ..1,085
1,095
Edith Hampel .
Helen Knapp
1,045
1,040
Anna Dletzel
1,040
Mrs. F. C. BlaRe

Mr.

....

......
......
....

Wish to Vote For.

6et Busy and get oheof these Fifteen Pianos

